
COURSE DESCRIPTION (Group C) 

Course code Course group  
Volume in ECTS 

credits 

Course valid 

from  
Course valid to Reg. No. 

SOC5006 C 6 2013-06-01 2016-06-01  

 

Course type (compulsory or optional) Optional 

Course level (study cycle) M. A. 

Semester the course is delivered I 

Study form (face-to-face or distant) Face-to-face 

 

Course title in Lithuanian 

Kultūros sociologijos tyrimų kryptys 

Course title in English 

Research Trends in Sociology of Culture 

Short course annotation in Lithuanian (up to 500 characters) 

Kurse pristatomos skirtingos šiuolaikinės kultūros sociologijos teorinės perspektyvos, metodologinės problemos ir 

empiriniai tyrimai. Aptariamos tokios temos kaip reikšmių sistemų prigimtis ir vaidmuo tarpasmeniniame bendravime 

ir formaliose organizacijose, reikšmių sistemų įtaka menams ir populiariajai kultūrai, kultūros ir galios, kultūros ir 

nelygybės santykis, socialinis technologijos konstravimas, globalios kultūros ir bendruomenės sąsajos, kultūra ir 

urbanizmas bei postmodernios kultūros plėtotė. Kurse analizuojamos sociologiniai darbai apie kultūros gamybą, 

platinimą ir vartojimą. Kurso metu magistrantai atliks tyrimą pasirinkta kultūros sociologijos tema. 

Short course annotation in English (up to 500 characters) 

This course will focus on current theoretical perspectives, methodological issues, and empirical work in the sociological 

study of culture.  It will examine selected topics in the sociology of culture and the different perspectives of the study of 

culture. Sociological accounts of the production, distribution and consumption of culture and use different modes of 

analysis of culture and cultural products will also be studied during the course. The course will cover such topics as the 

nature and role of meaning systems in interpersonal interaction and formal organizations, the nature and impact of 

meaning systems in the arts and the mass media, culture and power, culture and inequality, the social construction of 

technology, community and global culture, culture and urban life, and postmodern culture. 

 Prerequisites for entering the course 

Before this course, students should have taken one of the following courses: Society and culture or Classical 

Sociological Theories.  

Course aim 

The aim of this course is to learn to use contemporary sociological theories and methodological approaches in 

conducting empirical research.  

Links between study programme outcomes, course outcomes and criteria of learning achievement evaluation 

Study programme outcomes Course outcomes 
Criteria of learning achievement 

evaluation 

1.To apply sociological 

theoretical models for the 

analysis of peculiarities of the 

functioning and development 

of society 

 

To demonstrate a comprehensive 

understanding of theoretical and 

methodological perspectives of the sociology 

of culture 

Competence in comprehensive 

understanding of theoretical and 

methodological perspectives of the 

sociology of culture. 

To critically analyze and evaluate issues 

related to production, dissemination and 

consumption of culture by applying different 

theories of the sociology of culture 

Competence in critically analyzing 

and evaluating issues related to 

production, dissemination and 

consumption of culture by applying 

different theories of the sociology 

of culture. 

To systematize, evaluate and critically analyze 

ideas of contemporary sociology of culture 

Competence in systematizing, 

evaluating and critically analyzing 

ideas of contemporary sociology of 

culture. 

2. To conduct empirical 

research by applying 

quantitative and qualitative 

methods of social research 

To demonstrate their analytical competences 

and methodological skills in formulating and 

carrying out an original research on a chosen 

topic in the sociology of culture 

 

Competence in demonstrating 

analytical competences and 

methodological skills in formulating 

and carrying out an original 

research on a chosen topic in the 

sociology of culture.   

 

To conduct empirical research by using 

different theoretical and methodological 

approaches of the sociology of culture 

Competence in conducting 

empirical research by using 

different theoretical and 

methodological approaches of the 

sociology of culture.   

3. To identify social problems To analyze relations between individual Competence in analyzing relations 



within various social 

institutions – economics, 

politics, family, law, education, 

religion, medicine (i.e. macro 

level) and at the level of 

individual relations (i.e. micro 

level) 

behavior and social context and to explain 

social behavior and social relations from 

different theoretical and methodological 

perspectives of the sociology of culture 

between individual behavior and 

social context and in explaining 

social behavior and social relations 

from different theoretical and 

methodological perspectives of the 

sociology of culture.   

 

Link between course outcomes and content  

Course outcomes Content (topics) 

1.To demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of 

theoretical and methodological perspectives of the 

sociology of culture 

Introduction: culture and sociology of culture. 

Approaches of cultural research. Meaning creation on the 

ground, meaning creation as a cultural production, 

meaning creation as a textual process. From 

phenomenology to cultural sociology in the research of 

culture. Social construction of culture (P. Bergeris). 

Classification systems and cultural structures (M. 

Douglas). Constructivist structuralism and 

poststructuralism (P. Bourdieu ir M. Foucault). Culture, 

power and knowledge. Class, status and cultural capital. 

Cultural construction of art perception. Language and 

symbolic power. Cultural studies and subcultures. 

Culture, representation and hegemony. Research on youth 

subcultures. Pop culture as resistance. Sexual subcultures. 

Production, dissemination and consumption of culture. 

Cultural industries and cultural markets. Audiences and 

taste cultures. Cultural construction of social problems. 

Social problems as cultural objects. Culture and 

inequality. Race and ethnicity as cultural problems. 

Urban culture. Culture and organizations. Organizational 

cultures and subcultures. Technology, community and 

global culture. Postmodern culture.  

2.To critically analyze and evaluate issues related to 

production, dissemination and consumption of culture by 

applying different theories of the sociology of culture 

3.To systematize, evaluate and critically analyze ideas of 

contemporary sociology of culture 

4.To demonstrate their analytical competences and 

methodological skills in formulating and carrying out an 

original research on a chosen topic in the sociology of 

culture 

 

5.To conduct empirical research by using different 

theoretical and methodological approaches of the 

sociology of culture 

6.To analyze relations between individual behavior and 

social context and to explain social behavior and social 

relations from different theoretical and methodological 

perspectives of the sociology of culture 

Study (teaching and learning) methods 

Lectures, seminars, group work, individual presentations, independent study. 

Methods of learning achievement assessment  

Written final exam, mid-term exam, paper. 

Distribution of workload for students (contact and independent work hours) 

Lectures 30 hours 

Seminars 15 hours 

Group work 15 hours 

Laboratory work - 

Practical work - 

Individual students work 100 hours 

Total: 160 hours 

 

Structure of cumulative score and value of its constituent parts 

Mid-term exam – 20%; independent study and participation in seminars – 15%; homework – 15%; final exam – 50%.  

Recommended reference materials 

No. 

 

Publication 

year 

Authors of publication and 

title 

Publishing 

house 

Number of copies in 

University 

library 

Self-study 

rooms 

Other 

libraries   

Basic materials 

1. 2003 

Hall, John R., Neitz, Mary 

Jo, Battani, Marshall. 

Sociology on Culture 

 

Routledge 0 1 0 

2. 2000 

Lamont, Michele, Thevenot, 

Laurent, eds. Rethinking 

Comparative Cultural 

Sociology 

Cambridge UP 0 1 0 

3. 1998 
Smith, Philip, ed. The New 

American Cultural Sociology 
Cambridge UP 0 1 0 

4. 2002 

Milner, Andrew, Browitt, 

Jeff, eds. Contemporary 

Cultural Theory. 3
rd

 edition. 

Allen & Unwin 0 1 0 

5. 2007 
Gelder, Ken. Subcultures: 

Cultural Histories and Social 
Routledge 0 1 0 



Practice  

Supplementary materials  

6. 1999 

Tudor, Andrew. Decoding 

Culture: Theory and Method 

in Cultural Studies 

Sage 

Publications 
0 1 0 

7. 1993 

During, Simon. The Cultural 

Studies Reader 

 

Routledge 0 1 0 

8.  2005 

Bennet, Andy. Culture and 

Everyday Life 

 

Sage 

Publications 
0 1 0 

Course programme designed by 

Prof. Artūras Tereškinas 

 


